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200 Draft Housing Policy – 1

We have with us the draft housing policy 
of the State. Since this will be converted into 
a policy document, it is essential that we 
understand the intent of the government. 

“Shelter is one of the basic needs of human 
beings. It is very important for human beings 
to have shelter in order to meet demands 
of identity, social status, self-development, 
emotional satisfaction, livelihood support 
systems and association with the society at 
large etc. The home becomes better shelter 
when it is in a planned environment. The 
planning of housing is essential so that various 
services for human life like transport, water, 
electricity and other infrastructure facilities like 
hospitals, schools, recreational spaces and 
other public amenities etc., can be accessed 
by the residents efficiently and beneficially. 
Besides, the livelihood opportunities also need 
to be linked to the residential areas suitably so 
that the housing needs of the human being gets 
fuller satisfaction.” While shelter is discussed 
it was expected that the adequacy of shelter 
was also discussed. Adequacy of Housing 
and shelter are defined by the United Nations 
guidelines, and they include affordability, 
access to infrastructure, amenities, security of 
tenure, culture, habitability etc. “Any policy of 
the Government is not an ultimate word forever 
because the social life of a Nation / State is 
dynamic and this dynamics of the social 
life requires constant review and updation 
of policy in order to cater to requirements 
of a dynamic society. Considering this the 
Housing Policy framed by Government of 
Maharashtra in 2007 needs to be revisited 
mainly because of time factor besides the 

fact that in consonance with Government of 
India’s announcement of ‘house for everyone 
by 2022’, the State Government has declared 
to provide 1.1 million houses by 2022 with 
major chunk for Economically Weaker Section 
(EWS) and Lower Income Group (LIG) housing 
including Medium Income Group (MIG) 
housing.

As per Government of India’s statistics 
amongst the States facing housing shortage, 
Maharashtra stands second after Uttar 
Pradesh with 1.94 million housing shortage. 

This time bound objective has given a 
dimension of urgency to revisit the earlier 
government housing policy so that all the 
efforts, resources in the housing sector are 
directed in a planned way to achieve this goal. 
Thus new housing policy needs to be in place 
in the new dynamic scenario by defining the 
role of the State as Facilitator, Catalyst, Builder 
and Regulator.”

It was expected that the government 
candidly accepted the failure of the earlier 
policy to deliver the desired result, and 
then tried to find alternate solutions. It has 
instead chosen to mention the centre’s 
“Housing for all by 2022” promise. The 
promise undoubtedly requires most urgent 
thinking and solutions may emerge from 
the candid acceptance that the present 
policies have not led us to the goals they 
set for themselves.
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Under the caption “Need for new policy”, 
the draft document states “World over the 
concept of eco-housing and green-housing 
projects is gaining broader acceptability. 
This is very eminent in the context of global 
warming and sustainability. There is also 
some concern regarding depletion of sand 
and other natural resources. In this situation, 
use of proper substitutes like fly-ash, crushed 
sand, plastic granules and tar mixture for road 
surface need consideration. Though presently 
there are provisions for compensatory and 
compulsory tree plantation in housing project. 
STP provision, solid waste treatment and 
disposal units, the ground reality does not 
show the required awareness in this respect. 
Considering this, a new housing policy needs 
to be focused, amongst other things, on 
eco-housing and green-housing and for that 
following aspect need to be made mandatory :

• Rain Water Harvesting;
• Solid Waste Treatment & Disposal;
• Sewage Treatment Plant (STP);
• Tree Plantation;
• Eco-friendly Building Material Substitutes;
• Energy Conserving Constructions Practices;
• Use of Non-Conventional Energy like  
 Solar Water Heater, Solar Lighting.

As per the census of 2011, out of 3.36 crores 
census houses 2.98 houses were occupied in 
the State. The population of the rural houses 
in the total census houses was 52.2% and 
47.8% in urban areas. Out of all occupied 
census houses 77.8% were exclusively used 
for residential purpose, 1.8% for composite 

purpose (Residential and Non-Residential) 
and the rest 20.4% houses were used for non-
residential purpose. As regards the condition 
of houses the share of houses with roofs of 
concrete, GI sheets was 92.6%, while 71.4% 
households had walls made up of concrete, 
bricks, stones / GI sheets. About 46.9% 
households did not have latrine facilities 
and about 64.3% households were having 
bathrooms with covered roofs. Thus, these 
figures show that housing availability is not 
meeting the total housing requirements in the 
State, though there are unoccupied houses, 
even the available housing is not meeting the 
concept of decent homes fully. This situation 
warrants mission mode approach to the 
housing, with a New Policy”.

A quick reading of the need for a new policy 
confirms that those involved in making the 
initial draft have not applied their minds 
adequately. The earlier part of the so-called 
need for a new housing policy talks about 
environmental inputs. These inputs, though 
important, can be at best one of the several 
reasons for bringing about changes in the 
thought processes of urban development, 
but to pawn them off as the premier reason 
for the change of Policy is a bit farfetched. 
The second half of this section contains 
statistics about the housing scenario in the 
State. Here too the compelling reasons for 
a change in the policy ought to have been 
enlisted. This has not been done.

The document then goes into the ingredients 
of the policy announced in 2007. 
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“The housing policy of the State announced 
in 2007 has addressed almost all the areas 
of concern for housing development like 
problems in –

Metropolitan Mumbai – limited land 
availability, redevelopment of old and 
dilapidated buildings, slum redevelopment 
/ up-gradation, urban renewal and satellite 
townships etc.,

Urban Areas in the State – urban renewal 
schemes, redevelopment of slums, MIG 
housing, extension of city limits for housing 
etc. and

Rest of the Maharashtra – Rural housing, 
townships, extension of goathans etc.

The issue of a regulatory framework, 
incentivising the housing development, 
special townships through FDI, streamlining 
approvals, putting in place required legal 
framework are some of the major thrust areas 
in the existing housing policy.

Many of the issues in the existing policy that 
have been addressed so far fully / partially, 
are: providing land for housing wherever 
available, slum redevelopment, development 
of old and dilapidated buildings, rural housing 
through ‘Indira Awas Yojana’ and ‘Rajiv Gandhi 
Graming Niwara Yojana’, construction of MIG 
housing through MHADA, redevelopment 
of old MHADA colonies, satellite townships 
(NAINA), housing regulatory authority, housing 
for SC/ST through schemes like ‘Valmiki 
Ambedkar Awas Yojana’, cross subsidized Low 
Income Group (LIG) housing through MHADA, 

infrastructure development through MMRDA 
/ MSRDC / MJP / MHADA / CIDCO. But the 
developed housing through these initiatives 
is not enough to meet the demand. Even the 
private sector contribution in this sector also 
falls short to a considerable extent, to meet 
the demand. Thus housing development is 
short of the demand.”

It was expected that instead of just listing 
the schemes, as has been done in the 
paragraph above, the gap in the demand 
and supply be explained at length, and 
the reasons for the widening of the gap 
be enlisted. This could have given the 
government a fresh opportunity to accept 
that all measures to increase the supply 
have failed to achieve the stated results, i.e. 
make housing more affordable. Since the 
situation is grave, the solutions which are 
drastic in nature could have been naturally 
considered.

“Some of the issues in the existing policy that 
still need to be tackled are: need assessment 
and human settlement report, simplification 
of NA assessment and related procedures, 
streamlining of approval procedures in regard 
to the housing proposals / projects, creation of 
housing and infrastructure development fund, 
using of land as collateral security, linking 
EGS to LIG in rural and ‘C’ class municipal 
areas, infrastructure development in rest of 
Maharashtra excluding municipal corporation 
areas, development of special townships, 
rationalizing taxes (stamp duty / premia / fees 
etc.,) conservation of water and environment 
and also heritage structures etc., amending 
Rent Control Act, removal of bottlenecks in 
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slum redevelopment, redevelopment of BDD 
Chawls, capacity building, urban renewal 
through land, pooling etc.”

Issues like need assessment, and report 
on human settlement form an essential 
part of the research which goes into the 
policy making exercise. They cannot be 
put in the same bunch as procedures 
of NA assessment, linking EGS to LIG in 
C class Municipal areas etc. The effort 
appears to be to put all suggestions in one 
basket so that one cannot be accused of 
missing out some points. Moreover the 
diagnosis of the problems based on data, 
which ought to have been an important 
component of the draft policy appears to 
have been missed out.

“In the above context, to facilitate all 
stakeholders-friendly housing national goal 
is realized; deliberations were held with 
various stakeholders in the housing sector 
at Nagpur on 21st and 22nd February 2015.”

We must place on record that those 
assembled at Nagpur were essentially 
representatives of the developers. Their 
overwhelming presence was not only 
noticed, but was enough to overshadow 
the interest of other stakeholders.

“Some of the major issues that emerged 
from these deliberations are :

Redevelopment of slums, MHADA colonies, 
cessed buildings, cluster redevelopment in 
urban areas, BDD chawls redevelopment to 
be expedited with some changes in present 
form of these schemes.

• Simplification of NA permissions and 
related procedures.

• Time-bound approvals through 
categorization of approvals and appropriate 
self-certification system with necessary 
safeguards and deterrent control 
mechanics.
• Rationalization of taxes / premia / VAT / 
fees.

• Transition policy through savings clause 
when legislative changes take place.

• Encouragement to townships including 
satellite townships / IT / ITeS / Industrial 
townships with detailed guidelines for 
affordable housing.

• Augmenting affordable housing stock 
availability to EWS/LIG and MIG in a big 
way through multi-pronged strategies by 
harnessing resources of public sector and 
private sector in a planned framework.”

These were suggestions to streamline the 
existing schemes with some changes. 
None of the above suggestions would 
take us anywhere near to our goal of 
‘Housing for All’ or to ‘Make Housing More 
Affordable’.

“After considering the deliberations and 
inputs from NGOs representing consumers 
and views of experts from institutes like 
TISS as well as the unfinished agenda of 
the existing policy, the framework of the 
proposed housing policy is presented for 
three areas viz. (a) MMR, (b) Municipal 
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Corporations out of MMR and ‘A’ Class 
Municipal Councils, (c) in rest of Maharashtra 
including ‘B’ and ‘C’ Class Municipal Councils”.

The issues in Mumbai and the rest of MMR 
are so different that they require a separate 
framework. A common policy for MMR 
including the Greater Mumbai areas will not 
lead us closer to the goals to be set in this 
policy.

“Objectives of the new housing policy may be 
enumerated as follows:

To facilitate affordable housing in urban and 
rural areas, create adequate housing stock 
for Lower Income Group (LIG), Economically 
Weaker Section (EWS), Middle Income Group 
(MIG) and shelters for the poor on ownership 
or rental basis and concessional bare 
minimum shelter for the destitute.”

These set of goals reach only a section of 
the population. If the aim is really to provide 
housing for all, then restricting affordable 
housing to the middle income group on 
the upper level will not solve the problem. 
Those with incomes above this threshold 
level will turn into predators and eat into 
the supply for the section below them. 
We have examples in Mumbai where the 
pricing of the flats and the eligibility criteria 
has been that of the higher income group, 
but the area given to them was of the EWS 
category!

“To promote affordable housing in the State 
through MHADA/CIDCO/ MMRDA/ULBs/NIT/
PCNTDA, and Private Developers on a large 
scale to meet the shortage in housing”.

Here too, in Mumbai the availability of land 
is has been a major problem, and hence 
there are serious limitations to this scheme. 

“To promote sustainable development of urban 
and rural growth centers through appropriate 
infrastructure development simultaneously 
and to promote employment opportunities 
and public transport”.

Any move to promote new growth centres 
would presume availability of employment, 
transportation etc. There is no mention 
regarding how this can be achieved within 
the given time frame.

“To pursue the target of cities without slums 
through equitable slum redevelopment and 
rehabilitation strategy and shelters for the 
poor”

On one hand the term used is equitable slum 
redevelopment, while on the other hand the 
effort appears to be to pursue the existing 
SRA scheme with cosmetic changes.

“To regulate housing sector for speedy 
development with quality while encouraging 
competition and public private partnerships 
in financing, construction and maintenance 
of houses for Lower Income Group (LIG), 
Economically Weaker Section, Middle Income 
Groups (MIG) of the society and to ensure fair 
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as also equitable treatment to the consumer in 
respect of equitable terms of agreement and 
quality of houses”.

These are mere words and those using 
them know that in a PPP model, fair and 
equitable treatment to the consumer is 
almost impossible. The PPP may succeed 
in infrastructure projects but experience 
has taught us that whenever it comes to the 
housing the poor, PPP does not succeed.

“To rationalize development control regulations 
and streamline approval procedures including 
self-certification to the extent possible with 
deterrent punishments for the defaulters”.

This cannot be an objective. It could be a 
means to an objective. 

“To promote rental housing through 
amendments in the Rent Control Act and 
introducing participatory approach”.

Mumbai has fresh experience of the failed 
rental housing scheme, and the effort 
appears to be to find apologies for the 
failure.

“To facilitate the redevelopment and renewal 
of inner city areas and dilapidated buildings 
through options of land assembly, cluster 
approach, conserving heritage structures and 
places of archeological importance”.

Acquisition of land appears to be one of 
the important issues that come in the way 
of cluster development. This has not been 
clearly spelt out.

“Encourage construction technology 
innovations including green technology, non-
conventional energy technology, sewage 
waste disposal technology so that homes 
are eco-friendly and affordable. Construction 
technology innovations shall be cost-
effective, enhancing speed and durability of 
construction.”

To promote training and capacity building of 
the construction workers to enhance their 
productivity and improve quality of housing 
stock through labour welfare fund.

To conserve water, ecologically sensitive 
areas and promote use of local construction 
materials, substitute as also local water 
resources, environmentally sustainable 
cities and townships including Rainwater 
Harvesting and Recycling of Sewage Water.

To promote the creation of Revival 
/ Reconstruction Fund in respect of 
Ownership Housing & Depreciation Fund in 
respect of Rental Housing.

To promote use of Information Technology 
(IT) for accelerating the process of approvals 
with transparency as also monitoring even 
at State level the approval progress so as to 
eliminate delays, malpractices”.

All these points are not objectives of a 
policy. At best they can form a part of the 
implementation strategy.
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Draft Housing Policy – 2
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“Needs Assessment and Human 
Settlement Survey though MHADA to 
formulate plan of housing for all development. 
This survey is a most vital requirement for 
detailing the steps /programmes in the 
housing policy. Hence this survey must 
be undertaken on top most priority and 
completed within a period of three months”. 

The need to have a survey of the ground 
realities has been finally recognized by the 
government. In the year 2001 the author 
had, in a report which was submitted in 
13 volumes, stressed the importance of 
a survey to identify the gross and nett 
housing deficit, as well as the deficiencies 
in the housing sector and also identify the 
sectors which contribute to the demand for 
housing. Housing demand comes from the 
existing residents as well as from outsiders. 
If there is a proper understanding of the 
requirements of the existing residents, 
and a policy is formulated to take care 
of the demand generated from these 
requirements, the solution to the issue 
of housing can be easily found. Instead, 
the government has concentrated on 
creating supply through the intervention of 
developers. The developers acquire lands 
at exorbitant prices and raise funds at high 
costs. To add to it are the profits, and the 
uncontrolled greed to make exorbitant 
profits make the scheme unaffordable to 
an overwhelming majority of residents, and 
hence such schemes and policies which 
rely on the success of such schemes have 
failed time and again.

“Identifying strategic locations of new 
townships and special townships in the State 
excluding Metropolitan Cities but in MMR 
where no Municipal Corporation / Municipal 
Council is having jurisdiction, in the context of 
available land, good connectivity with mass 
transit means, reasonable cost, livelihood 
opportunity.”

A policy which is aimed at providing 
Housing for all, has to be inclusive and 
holistic. If it is conceived in a piecemeal 
manner there is a strong possibility 
that the policy is likely to fail. The policy 
should first focus on making the housing 
affordable to the existing population 
residing within the Greater Mumbai area, 
and also within the areas covered by the 
Municipal Corporations, and Municipal 
Councils; and this can be done by including 
strategic incentives within the housing 
policy to encourage the existing residents 
to buy affordable housing in the same 
premises where they presently reside, in 
addition to the space they are entitled to 
as a right under various schemes. This 
naturally presupposes that the schemes 
for redevelopment of all the housing stock 
should be well thought out and not ad-
hoc schemes as have been seen in the 
recent past. The Economist, published 
internationally, in one of its recent cover 
stories refers obliquely to the lack of 
exploitation of the potential of land in all 
prominent Metropolises and important 
urban areas of the world including the San 
Jose area which forms a part of the Silicon 
Valley in California, USA. The reference 
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to the cover story of the Economist has 
been cited despite realizing that the views 
offered by some authors in the cover 
story of the economist are not necessarily 
agreeable, especially since they do not 
suit the Indian conditions in general and 
the conditions of Mumbai and the rest of 
Maharashtra in particular. We have chosen 
to refer to the cover story of the Economist 
to highlight the fact that the well-being of 
the residents of urban areas is a cause of 
concern to thinkers all over the world.

Our contention therefore is very straight 
and simple. Firstly, let there be a policy 
which covers only the Greater Mumbai area 
and let it cover solutions to make housing 
available to all who are presently living in 
inadequate shelters, and then conceive 
schemes which makes it affordable for 
those who are capable of raising funds to 
buy surplus space within the area. This 
exercise would naturally include study 
of all types of redevelopment schemes 
including slum redevelopment, old and 
dilapidated cessed buildings, MHADA 
colonies, Co-operative housing societies, 
and all other categories of redevelopment; 
and assess the demand generated by the 
beneficiaries, which would be apart from 
what they are entitled to get under the 
schemes, and suggest ways to meet this 
demand in a way which makes it affordable 
to those who create the demand. This 
would take care of a major portion of the 
demand and ensure that there is least 
pressure on the infrastructure.

Secondly, let the policy cover other 
Municipal Corporations and their 
peripheries within the MMR region and 
conduct exercises similar to the one 
suggested for Greater Mumbai.

Thirdly, a similar exercise is conducted 
to extend the exercise to the Municipal 
councils along with their peripheries in the 
MMR region. It is only when the earlier three 
exercises are completed and it is found 
that there is still a surplus of demand, then 
the townships become more relevant and 
important players which shape a housing 
policy.

“Land for residential purposes in such 
potential growth centres as per regional plan 
shall be carved out as a growth zone and set 
aside for development as a township on TPS 
basis. Inclusionary zoning provisions for LIG 
and MIG housing in such large TS layouts (with 
more weightage to LIG) Once the solutions 
are found to make housing affordable within 
the three categories mentioned herein above, 
and the survey establishes that there is still 
a surplus of demand, then the suggestion to 
identify land in growth centres designated for 
residential purposes as per the regional plan 
comes into the picture.” 

Here too it is not mentioned how this land 
would be made available. Under the new 
land acquisition laws, if the cost of land 
has to be increased multi-fold, then it will 
become expensive and the town planning 
schemes meant for the LIG and MIG would 
become unaffordable to them. We have 
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always maintained that such schemes for 
the poor can be made feasible only if the 
land owners are made to pool in their lands 
and given shares in the company holding 
the land and then they are empowered 
to promote the scheme, only then can 
affordability be managed.

“The peri-urban areas in the distance of 20 
kms from the metropolitan / corporation 
limits, 15 kms from A & B municipal councils, 
and 10 kms from other urban area limits shall 
also be brought under specified government 
authority, say Collector and TP department 
for planned development with large scope 
for affordable housing adopting the DCRs 
of the metropolis / city nearby for this Urban 
Growth Boundary area.” 

It is only when the details are worked out for 
the large agglomerations such as Greater 
Mumbai, Navi Mumbai, Thane, Mira- 
Bhayender, Vasai-Virar, Kalyan-Dombivli, 
etc. that the schemes can be thought 
of for the rest. It is common knowledge 
that most of these are contiguous & that 
there is hardly any land between them. For 
instance, Greater Mumbai touches Thane 
on one side & Mira-Bhayender on the other. 
The outer boundaries of Mira- Bhayender 
touch the Vasai-Virar boundaries, & Navi 
Mumbai & Thane share boundaries. 
The peri urban areas mentioned would 
therefore be at a distance from Mumbai 
Thane Navi Mumbai on one side & the 
outer boundaries of Vasai-Virar on 
the other. Planning of these areas can 
be undertaken from the long-time 
perspective, but to imagine that people will 

migrate to these far off areas in search of 
affordable housing would be expecting too 
much. The very reason why the urban poor 
chose to prefer the informal sector for their 
housing needs was to be close to the place 
of work. By providing houses for them in 
these areas, even if they are in some ways 
affordable, may not be preferred, and the 
scheme may not succeed in the short and 
middle term.

“Encourage efficient use of land in TS / cities 
through additional FSI, keeping in view the 
density and bearing capacity of the TS/ city 
infrastructure, for LIG housing.”

The concept of townships will succeed 
only in areas where the jobs are generated. 
The recent examples of townships 
coming around the software parks in 
Pune have to be studied in this light. The 
present experiences have confirmed 
that increasing FSI in the township has 
not resulted in the reduction of selling 
prices of the flats. It has only resulted in 
the increase in the land prices and made 
it difficult for genuine people to buy land. 
Builders have aggregated land over the 
years at a fairly reasonable price. Once 
they are in full possession of the land, 
they start lobbying with the government 
to increase the FSI. While the government 
and those who constitute various parts 
of Government are too eager to oblige, 
they never think of putting a condition of 
making such area generated as a result of 
the decision available at cheap prices for 
the urban poor and the middle class.
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“Dis-incentivizing retention of vacant land 
in urban areas through capital value based 
property tax w.r.t. admissible FSI.” 

We have always maintained that capital 
value based tax regime for computation 
of property taxes result in hardships 
to the original inhabitants of the urban 
areas. Such regimes may have been 
implemented in the developed countries 
where the percentage of property tax 
to the average income cannot compare 
with the income levels in our country. The 
MCGM, in the recent past has exempted 
the owners of smaller flats from payment 
of excess property taxes, when the 
pressure came from the residents. The 
exemption is for some time, and there is 
likely to be an outcry on this ground as 
well. The increases in property taxes must 
always be proportional to the increase in 
investments for additional amenities to the 
residents.

“Invoking the PPP module or non-minority 
incentives through suitable DCR provisions 
for speedy development of lands reserved for 
public housing and housing for dis-housed 
to add to the available housing stock. The 
PPP module can work for the provision of 
infrastructure.”

It may also get limited results if the lands 
reserved for public housing are owned 
by private individuals/groups. However, 
giving away prime lands belonging to 
the Government in the name of PPP 

would never be in public interest, and the 
government, which is already under high 
debts, will always stand to lose.

“Use of TDR to take private land for civic 
/ public amenities with proper control 
mechanism to prevent any malpractices in 
respect of such TDR.” 

TDR as an instrument to acquire land 
for public purpose is not a bad idea. 
However the way in which cartels were 
formed in Mumbai to hoard TDR and sell 
it for unreasonable prices determined 
by the cartel is very fresh in our minds. 
Proper control mechanisms to prevent 
malpractices may be ok, but if the 
scheme itself is formulated to encourage 
speculation, it can never make housing 
affordable. It is therefore essential to 
build in several caveats to regulate TDR 
and ensure that it helps to make housing 
available at affordable rates.

“Use of current ready reckoner / property 
value index-based TDR/fungible FSI to 
augment housing stock for LIG/MIG in 
specified zones in metropolitan region”. 

Property value index based TDR/Fungible 
FSI will always result in increasing the 
values of properties, and the housing 
stock, if created will be way beyond the 
reach of the class which it was meant for.
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“To streamline approval procedures including 
AutoCAD software solutions, in connection 
with housing with reduction of levels of 
processing approvals to a minimum of say 
5 levels, clearly defining time-lines for each 
level and responsibility at each level. Deemed 
approval provision to be considered with 
necessary safeguards as to quality of work 
and safety of structure while adhering strictly, 
with no exception, to the relevant statutory 
and regulatory provisions”.

In the present system of approvals, the 
quality of construction is never assessed 
by the approving authority. At best, the 
approving authority checks whether the 
area built is as per the calculations in the 
approved plans. The net result is poor 
quality of construction. In some cases 
the buildings require immediate repairs 
and rectification. In others, they require 
reconstruction within 15 years.

“To introduce automatic revision of N.A. 
assessment of land, for housing through 
suitable amendments in Maharashtra 
Land Revenue Code, 1966 after issue of 
commencement certificate by Municipal 
Corporation / Municipal Councils, from the 
date of commencement certificate, as well 
as in case of change of user from the date of 
change of user.” 

The government has been talking of these 
measures for some time now. They are 
administrative decisions and not policy 
matters. The Maharashtra Land Revenue 
code requires many amendments other 
than this one. There is no mention of a 

thorough review of the existing laws, and 
unless this happens, the housing policy 
will not succeed.

“To study self-certification by empanelled 
experts with provision for site inspection / 
audit when utterly necessary and deterrent 
penal provisions to ensure the scheme goes 
smoothly on trust reposed.”

This is also an execution matter and need 
not necessarily be included as a part of the 
policy.

This being the second part of the series 
of editorials we intend to write on the 
Housing policy, we shall continue to deal 
with all issues mentioned in the draft 
policy, analyze them for the benefit of 
our readers and the public at large. The 
government could do well by realizing that 
this policy will not make a major difference 
to the housing scenario. If there is political 
will, the policy should undergo drastic 
changes. The dream of Housing For ALL 
by the year 2022 can be achieved, only if 
the policy is drastically changed and made 
more responsive and responsible.
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In the last two editorials we discussed 
the portions in the draft housing policy 
which deal with housing issues in 
Mumbai. The policy moves further to 
the Mumbai Metropolitan Region [MMR] 
and outlines recommendations to meet 
housing demands in the region. It is very 
obvious that the region around Mumbai 
is not Mumbai and has only been given 
the nomenclature of Mumbai due to it 
being a part of the areas around Mumbai. 
Since there are very few lands available 
within Mumbai for affordable housing, the 
housing generated in Mumbai through the 
schemes implemented by the builders 
is way beyond the affordability limits of 
98% of the population, and taking bold 
initiatives to make housing affordable 
within Mumbai, does not appear to be on 
the immediate agenda of those framing the 
draft policy, they may have taken recourse 
to suggesting measures to increase the 
housing stock in the hinterland. The theory 
is by now known as it has been repeated 
time and again - that the increase in 
housing stock will reduce the prices and 
hence make housing affordable. It would 
have been appropriate if the number of 
housing units built and schemes proposed 
and approved in the MMR region would 
have been stated and the reasons for the 
vacant flats and the delays in the execution 
of the approved proposals listed. This 
would have given us a realistic idea of the 
feasibility of the recommendations given 
in this section. This has not been done. 
We must therefore mention that most 
schemes announced and flats booked 

have not come up and are way behind 
schedules. Even in those few instances 
where construction has been completed, 
the flats lie unoccupied since they have 
been bought either for speculation, or as 
investments. It is obvious that no developer 
will invest money in the speedy completion 
of the project unless he has the requisite 
revenue from bookings and is sure that the 
instalments as decided would come on 
time. It is in this background that the draft 
policy has to be assessed. Let us therefore 
take a look at the recommendations one 
by one and analyse them.

The affordable housing demand in this 
region needs to be met through a basket 
of schemes – affordable housing scheme, 
rental housing as envisaged by MMRDA, 
recently Government proposed affordable 
housing scheme, and EWS / LIG housing 
stock in inclusive housing scheme not below 
20% of the built-up area of the project.

At the outset, let us understand that the 
housing demand does not originate as 
much from this region as it does from 
Mumbai. A quick look at the addresses 
of those who inquire for booking or even 
those who book flats will confirm that 
the demand is for houses in Mumbai. 
Since these are not affordable to an 
overwhelming majority of prospective 
buyers, they look at the areas which are 
now designated as falling under the MMR 
region. Unless there are good schemes 
for making available affordable housing 
within Mumbai for those who wish to 
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remain within the limits of Greater Mumbai 
Municipal Corporation, and we would try 
to create housing stock elsewhere in the 
MMR region, it would be obvious that the 
effort is aimed at pushing Mumbaikars out 
of Mumbai. The mill workers who could 
not be accommodated in the housing 
units built on Mumbai’s mill lands were 
similarly offered to be shifted to the MMR 
region. The political parties including the 
Shiv Sena and the MNS are crying hoarse 
that the Mumbaikars are being evicted 
out of the places where they have lived 
for generations in the name of providing 
affordable housing. It is in this background 
that the affordable housing scheme has to 
be seen and evaluated.

Let us now take an objective look at the 
affordable housing scheme as it is today. 
The developer has to build 20%of the 
built up area for the Economically Weaker 
Section, and the Lower Income Group [EWS 
and LIG]. When there are no restrictions 
today, the builders are finding it difficult 
to liquidate their stocks. With these 
restrictions, their pace of construction will 
definitely be much slower. The net result 
would be that the schemes would remain 
on paper for longer periods. A time bound 
scheme as promised by government will 
never materialize.

We have had the rental housing scheme 
for some time now. We have seen how 
the MMRDA itself has felt that it has failed 
to achieve the desired results. We do not 
know what to do with the flats which would 

be available, if and when they are made 
available. When this is the case, to include 
the same or similar scheme in the draft 
housing policy appears to be an exercise 
in futility. Our experience of the slum 
tenements obtained by MMRDA under 
the 3(11) scheme of slum rehabilitation 
has clearly revealed, that despite giving 
tenements on ownership basis, the issue 
of quality of construction, infrastructure 
maintenance, etc. becomes so acute that a 
vast majority of allottees feel that they were 
better off in the slums. In the ownership 
scheme, the allottees have the ownership 
rights, in the tenancy scheme, no such 
rights may be given to them, at least in the 
initial stages. They would not undertake 
the minimum maintenance required. The 
agency constructing the tenements would 
never have the capacity to undertake the 
upkeep, and the tenements would become 
unliveable in no time.

The affordable housing need can be 
tackled through two pronged approach. 
(i) Employers owning the responsibility of 
providing housing to their employees and, (ii) 
incentivising the affordable housing through 
additional FSI linked to making affordable 
housing stock available with cost/price cap. 
The responsibility of decision about price 
cap for various segments of affordable 
housing needy people for Metro areas, other 
Municipal Corporations / A&B M. C.s / other 
ULBs / rural areas shall be entrusted to the 
Housing Regulatory Authority so that uniform 
and independent approach to the issue will 
be ensured.
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Employers providing housing to 
employees are not new to India. Public 
Sector undertakings as well as the Union 
Government have always had a legacy 
of providing housing for the employees. 
Big employers like the Railways, the 
Armed forces, the department of 
telecommunications have always been 
providing housing to those who work for 
them. In most cases the job is transferable 
and the employee moves from place 
to place. Somewhere down the line, 
the traditions were ignored and these 
institutions stopped building houses. 
The government now wants to revive 
the scheme and make more employers 
responsible for the housing of employees. 
Whether this is restricted to the public 
sector or shall be extended to cover the 
private sector as well is not clear. The 
experience with housing provided by the 
employer has always been rather sorry 
given the poor maintenance, sometimes 
poor quality of construction, and we have 
seen that such accommodation gets 
rented illegally and the employee uses the 
money to pay instalments for borrowings 
to purchase a house. What incentives 
would be given to the employers is not 
yet clearly spelled out. Moreover, how the 
government would ‘convince the private 
sector’ to buy land or spare a part of the 
existing land pool for housing employees 
is also unclear.

Incentivising the affordable housing 
through additional FSI linked to making 
affordable housing stock available with 

cost/price cap may look interesting on 
paper, but is not backed up by other 
laws available for this very purpose. For 
instance, in the Draft Development Control 
Regulations, under the new Development 
Plan, there is no provision for a cap in the 
cost/prices and the formulae suggested 
for purchase of FSI is sure to make housing 
unaffordable. The CM has declared that 
the DP will be ‘scrapped and resubmitted’. 
However the GR does not reflect the CMs 
declaration. Assuming that the DP is 
indeed scrapped, whether the new DCR will 
incorporate the price control mechanism 
or not we have to wait. The regulatory 
mechanism suggested both by the central 
legislation as well as the State law does 
not provide for regulation of prices. A draft 
policy cannot overrule existing laws. If 
the intention is to provide for regulation 
of prices, it must be clearly stated and 
legislations amended to provide for it. By 
making a rather casual mention in the 
draft policy gives the chance to doubt the 
intentions.

The NHB survey on housing shortage 
highlights the need for additional housing 
stock. However, it has to be borne in 
mind that affordable housing means not 
only houses but planned housing with 
concomitant civic and social infrastructure 
to ensure that the residents enjoy the 
quality life in a better city. In order to 
sustain the cities affording quality life, 
the civic and social infrastructure needs 
to be in consonance with appropriate 
density of the population. This is a priority 
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consideration, since mere increase in 
FSI cannot be a solution for enhancing 
the affordable housing stock in cities. 
The FSI can be alternatively defined as 
Function of Supporting Infrastructure, 
which means the permissible FSI should 
be accompanied by optimum social and 
civic infrastructure.

While the need for additional housing stock 
has been stated by all the documents 
pertaining to housing, there is little 
analysis in the draft housing policy which 
would help to find real solutions. A deeper 
understanding of the ground realities 
which lead us to the real reasons which 
have led to a massive deficit in housing 
stock with demand exceeding the supply 
many times; will help us find real solutions.

We have been saying time and again that 
increasing the housing stock alone will 
never solve the housing problem. The 
government on the other hand has been 
fed with the argument that any increase in 
the housing stock will rationalize the prices 
and ultimately solve the housing problem. 
No amount of measures to ostensibly 
increase the housing stock have resulted 
in rational prices or creating affordable 
housing. The proponents of this theory 
then came up with the idea that flats of 
smaller size will create affordable housing. 
MHADA built 400 sq.ft. flats and sold them 
in the Higher Income Group [HIG] category, 
when the earlier flats built by MHADA for 
the Middle Income Group [MIG] had flats 
which admeasured up to 860 square 

feet. It is therefore obvious from past 
experience that just tampering with the 
size or with the nomenclature of the flats 
will never make a difference to the demand 
and supply situation.

The only way we can make a difference 
is to identify the reasons of creation of 
demand and help meet the demand in situ. 
If a family occupying a flat has more than 
one earning member having the capacity 
to buy a flat, then those occupants of the 
flat become net generators of demand. 
There will be several such occupants of 
flats in one building or colony generating 
such demand. While the building or colony 
goes for redevelopment, such demand is 
totally satisfied by permitting those who 
create the demand to buy surplus area at 
reasonable prices, then the colony ceases 
to contribute to the overall demand for 
housing. If all the redevelopment schemes 
factor in the satisfaction of the demand, 
then the problem can be solved, at least 
to some extent. If efforts are made after 
the satisfaction of all in-situ demand to 
augment the housing stock, then it will 
definitely have an effect on the market. 
Piecemeal efforts have always played 
an important role to worsen the housing 
situation. Only a holistic view will help.

While it is admitted that ‘…affordable 
housing means not only houses but 
planned housing with concomitant civic 
and social infrastructure to ensure that the 
residents enjoy the quality life in a better 
city’, the recommendation to assess 
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the carrying capacity of a city or a part 
of it is absent. It was expected that the 
policy will make it mandatory to have a 
carrying capacity assessment report of 
any development scheme, provide for 
the necessary infrastructure, and only 
then permit planned development. This 
has not happened. While the document 
also admits that the increase in FSI alone 
cannot be a solution and that FSI must be 
redefined to include infrastructure, how 
this should be done is not clearly spelt out.

The housing policy then gives examples of 
how open spaces for civic infrastructure 
will have to be left in the MMR region. It 
also states that cities are not in a position 
to provide the infrastructure and the 
Greenfield projects outside the cities will 
provide. Here lies the main issue. The 
policy has no significant suggestions to 
provide affordable housing within the cities 
and the Municipal limits. The Greenfield 
projects are outside these limits. This 
would be naturally interpreted as an effort 
to drive the people outside the city limits 
for the benefit of the developers who 
promote the Greenfield projects. Already 
we have various political leaders saying 
that the new housing policy will force the 
residents to go outside the city limits, and 
that the effort is to vacate people from the 
cities.

...for 25 Sq. m. apartments in one hectare with 
FSI 3/ 4 additional land required is respectively 
6.4 times / 4.8 times of each hectare of land 
for housing. This extra land for civic and 
social infrastructure is not easily available 

in cities. The development of affordable 
housing within city limits, due to the risk of 
crowding, has constraints. Hence, to avoid the 
increased density / crowding, it is necessary 
that available land demarcated for residential 
purpose in the city needs to be considered 
only for affordable housing apart from land 
under slums. The lands under slums need 
to be considered on priority for rehabilitation 
of slum dwellers and any additional housing 
stock available through redevelopment 
needs to be allocated to EWS, LIG and MIG in 
the same preference. The total housing stock 
created under the present ‘Mission’ needs to 
be allocated in 50%: 35%: 15% ratio to EWS/ 
LIC/MIG sections of the society. The use of 
land available in cities’ residential areas / 
zones for affordable housing needs to be 
considered as first priority for activating the 
mission of affordable housing, besides the 
land with MHADA, MCGM and MMRDA in the 
city of Mumbai.

While the suggestion to provide the free 
sale area for EWS, LIG and MIG has been 
mentioned in the paragraph above, the 
Development Plan and the regulations 
controlling the redevelopment schemes 
have no mention whatsoever of these 
suggestions. We hope that they find a 
place in the new DP to be announced 
which will replace the one which the CM 
has promised to scrap.
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